Beer Descriptions – Winter 2018

ABV = Alcohol by Volume (higher = more alcohol)
IBU= International Bitterness Units (higher = more hops)

Angry Inch Brewing “Ménage á Trois” Belgian Trippel (Lakeville, MN)



SELECT TAP BEER. 12 oz pour. 8.0% ABV. 21 IBUs. Belgian Trippel Ale.
Description: Sweet and heavy stone fruit dominate this Belgian Trippel from start to finish.

Toppling Goliath Brewing “Dorothy’s” New World Lager (Decorah, IA)
●
●

$8

12 oz bottle. 9.5% ABV. 81 IBUs. Russian Imperial Coffee Stout.
Description: This Russian Imperial Stout is conditioned with whole bean PEACE COFFEE in the fermentation tank. It’s an epic
work of beer, but unlike the novel, this beer is brief and fleeting, appearing just once a year in Winter. Historic quantities of
chocolate malt and roast barley clash over a field of dark roast Peace Coffee beans.

Sweetland Orchard “Cherry Rhubarb Scrumpy” Hard Cider (Webster, MN)
●
●

$7

16 oz can. 8.0% ABV. 35 IBUs. Baltic Porter.
Description: Winterloper is derived from English Porters but influenced by Russian Imperial Stouts. It serves a rich blend
of malt flavors expressing caramel and dried fruit with a smooth, roasty finish.

Fulton Brewing “War and Peace” Russian Imperial Stout (Minneapolis, MN)
●
●

$4

12 oz bottle. 5.5% ABV. 50 IBUs. Porter.
Description: A robust and refreshing porter characterized by its thick rocky head and luscious chocolate-like nose and
delicate char. Its malty profile is uniquely well balanced by liberal hopping for its style.

Bauhaus Brew Labs “Winterloper” Baltic Porter (Minneapolis, MN)
●
●

$5

12 oz can. 7.2% ABV. 87 IBUs. Rye IPA.
Description: Harness IPA celebrates the tethered teamwork and balance that typifies the deployment of a harness. Brewed to
be bold and flavorful, Harness supports an enormous hop load with an anchored malt bill of oats, rye and malted barley.

Central Waters Brewing “MudPuppy” Porter (Amherst, WI)
●
●

$6

12 oz can. 6% ABV. 12 IBUs. Sour Ale.
Description: Synchopathic Apricot “synchs” our refreshingly tart sour ale with the citrusy dry hopping of a pale ale. Biscuity
malt and uplifting stone fruit beat from added apricots form a perfect harmony in this delicately balanced and delightfully
enjoyable beer.

Bent Paddle Brewing “Harness” Rye IPA (Duluth, MN)
●
●

$4

12 oz bottle. 5.3% ABV. 30 IBUs. Pilsner.
Description: Fulton Pils is crafted from Pilsner malt, noble hops and Pilsner yeast. Elegant and refreshing, classic yet
transcendent, Pils leaves your senses wanting for nothing – except another!

Destihl Brewery “Synchopathic Apricot” Wild Series Sour Ale (Bloomington, IL)
●
●

$7

16 oz bottle. 7.7% ABV. 25 IBUs. Belgian Golden Strong Ale.
Description: A beer to savor, this beer’s apple-like smell combined with its easy drinkability belie the higher alcohol content.
Soothe your mind and warm your nights with this signature Belgian ale.

Fulton Brewing “Continental” Pils (Minneapolis, MN)
●
●

$5

16 oz can. 5.5% ABV. 11 IBUs. California Common.
Description: Our flagship beer was named after our founder’s grandmother and crafted to please her purely classic tastes.
Mildly hopped, light in color and body, and clean to the taste, this California common-style lager drinks easy.

Lakes & Legends Brewing “Marigold” Belgian Golden Strong Ale (Minneapolis, MN)
●
●

$6

$8

12.7 oz bottle. 6.95% ABV. No IBUs. Hard Cider.
Description: It started as a way to use the extra rhubarb from the garden, but this rosy refresher quickly became an
indisputable favorite. Just the right mix of fruit and bite.

